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The local bagel shop is a busy place first thing in the morning as
people get their coffee and bagels on the way to work. For these five
regular customers, the bagel shop stop is a routine part of every
morning. Each gets a medium coffee and a bagel to go. While they do
occasionally change the flavors or toppings of the coffee or bagel, today
each ordered their favorite combination. Determine the full name of each customer (one
has the last name of Manor), the flavor of the coffee and bagel each bought, and what
topping each ordered on the bagel.
1. Joe liked his coffee plain, but not his bagel. Mr. White didn't buy a cinnamon bagel nor
did he buy a hazelnut coffee.
2. Karl, whose last name wasn’t Smith, didn’t get a cheddar bagel but did have peanut
butter on his bagel. Mr. Smith didn’t order his bagel with cream cheese.
3. The man who ordered the French vanilla coffee also had a bagel with egg and bacon
on it. The onion bagel wasn’t ordered by Mike, whose last name wasn’t Russell.
4. Zachary White didn’t order his bagel with butter. Mr. Bartley, whose first name wasn’t
Karl, ordered a Columbian coffee. The one with the hazelnut coffee ordered his bagel
plain.
5. The man whose last name is Russell got a sesame bagel. Allen didn't get the
cinnamon bagel with butter.
6. The man who got amaretto coffee also got a whole grain bagel. Allen, whose last
name isn’t Bartley, ordered an onion bagel, but not with egg and bacon.
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